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Having grown up in Minnesota, Jessica Fishman moves to a land in the Middle East that is full

of idiosyncrasies, terrorists, and beautiful, olive-skinned men. When she arrives in Israel, she is

a wide-eyed immigrant hoping to survive on Zionism. But instead of working the land on a

kibbutz or being swept off her feet by a strong, sensitive Israeli soldier, Jessica is faced with a

barrage of ridiculous obstacles. She overcomes notorious Israeli bureaucracy, makes

embarrassing mistakes learning Hebrew, serves in an army of teenagers, and dates cocky

Israelis, until she finally meets one obstacle, rooted in the very ideology that brought her to

Israel, that tests the core of her identity. With self-deprecating wit, Jessica takes us on a

personal journey through these challenges, weaving a humorous yet heartbreaking tale about

losing and finding identity, and offering a seldom-before-seen snapshot of Israeli culture.



1The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly . . . IsraeliIt’s 3:00 a.m. It’s August. It’s boiling outside.I’m

driving home from another bad date with another Israeli guy who has a big ego and a small—

THUD! CLANK! BANG! The car starts making noises. Seeing that the normally busy city

streets are empty, I panic. I know nothing about cars. I don’t even like driving in this country.

Wearing high heels and a revealing summer dress, I get out of the car. The heat from the street

seeps through the soles of my shoes. I’m not worried about being raped, attacked, murdered,

or robbed. In Tel Aviv, we worry about a different type of violence. But I don’t have to worry

about terrorism now. With just me in the street, the body count would be too low.Hoping to fix

the problem, I open the hood. I burn my fingers in the attempt and stare hopelessly at the

engine. It might as well be an open heart.I look around to find someone who can help me. Even

though the streets are normally crowded, the only person I see is a man wearing a black wool

jacket, black pants, a whitish-yellowish, button-up long-sleeve shirt, and a furry black hat

walking past me on the sidewalk. I don’t bother calling out to him. It’s Friday night and I’m

breaking the laws of the Sabbath in the Holy Land: I’m driving. I’m wearing a sexy, but

appropriate-for-the-weather summer dress. I stare at him as he continues to pass me. He,

dressed devoutly for a nineteenth-century Polish winter, looks through me, as if he knows the

secret I’ve been trying to hide.I know that as an ultra-Orthodox Jew, he avoids the gazes of all

women, but it still feels personal and degrading. I cover my shoulders with my hands, trying to

hide the truth. I shouldn’t care what he thinks of me. I remind myself that there is no way he

can tell just by looking at me. Maybe he is the reason that I’m in this country, but who is he to

judge me? He isn’t perfect. Besides, what is he doing walking around at this hour? Friday-night

prayers were over hours ago and he isn’t returning from a family dinner or Torah discussion in

secular Tel Aviv. Did he spend the evening with a hooker? I wonder if he wore his kippah1 for

that.I can’t ask him for help. He won’t touch a machine on the Sabbath. And even if it wasn’t, he

wouldn’t help a stranded woman lest it cause him to have evil, sexual thoughts.I stop looking at

him and grumble to myself, “Only in Israel.”Before I have a chance to become distraught, a taxi

driver pulls up like a knight in shining armor.“Are you okay?” he asks as he gets out of the

car.Thankful, I say in Hebrew, “The car is making noises. I don’t know what to do.”“Turn the car

on,” he orders and I obey.After hearing the noise, he exclaims, “It’s exactly what I thought. I’ll fix

it.”Typical Israeli man—thinking he can solve a problem before he even knows what it is. After

he asks me to turn off the engine, I walk to the front of the car.He pulls out a knife.I don’t

flinch.With the knife, he yanks at something in the car and cuts it loose. Like the Prophet Elijah,

he proclaims, “Your car is fine. You can drive all the way to Haifa, but get it checked first thing in

the morning. That will be fifty shekels.”2“Are you serious?” I balk and think to myself that this

man has chutzpah.3“Of course I’m serious. I’m a mechanic by day and taxi driver by night.”I

should point out that it is the middle of the night. With my hands on my hips, I ask, “If you

charge for being a Good Samaritan, are you still one?”He holds out his hand. Palm up.Rolling

my eyes, I growl, “Only in Israel.”I get back in the car and start driving.Thirty seconds later,

BOOM! THUMP! KURPLUNK! The noises are louder and scarier than before. I pull over and

look around. The roads are empty. The taxi driver and my fifty shekels are nowhere in sight. I

start to cry.Who should I call? I can’t call my dad; he is across the ocean. I’d needlessly worry

him. Besides, what American Jew understands cars? If I need medical, legal, or financial

advice I’ll call an American Jew, but for car advice . . . I need an Israeli. I don’t want to call the

guy I was just on a date with because I’m afraid he won’t pick up or would refuse to

come.Through my tears, I scan my cell’s phonebook. I stop at “Bar.” He has been there through



thick and thin. Like me, he is a new immigrant to Israel. Well, after nearly ten years here, we

aren’t really new anymore.With a French accent, Bar answers with a groggy, “Hello . . . Are you

okay?” Through my sobs, I explain that I’m stuck.“I’m already coming,” he says, using the

Hebrew expression.New immigrants always stick together.While trying to calm down, I look up

and see a young man in his car pulling up next to my car. He sees my chest heaving and tears

rolling down my face. He asks me if I need help. Alone and panicking, I quickly explain that a

friend is on the way.“Yihyeh b’seder! Everything will be okay!” he says. During my years in

Israel, I learned that a broken bone, heart, or bank account warrant this same predictable

response from an Israeli doctor, therapist, or investment banker.After asking me again if I need

anything, he drives away.Twenty minutes pass and Bar still isn’t here. I look around. The roads

are oddly deserted. The street light above the car suddenly burns out. My ears begin buzzing

from the silence. I squeeze the wheel. My breathing speeds and gets shallower as I feel more

and more stranded. My hands become tingly. I look out my window, hoping that I’ll see Bar, and

right next to me is another car. I didn’t even hear it pull up. It isn’t Bar. I begin to panic. I try to

start the car again, but it won’t turn over. The tinted window of the car next to me slowly opens.

On the other side is the smiling face of the guy who, twenty minutes ago, told me, “Yihyeh

b’seder.”“I couldn’t stop thinking of you crying on the side of the road,” he says as he reaches

out the window and hands me a box of tissues, a bottle of water, and a chocolate bar. He then

drives away, disappearing as quickly as he appeared.I may not know his name, but he makes

me feel like I have a home in this country. I can’t help but wonder if he would still treat me as if I

belong if he knew my secret. With a smile, I sigh and think to myself, “Only in Israel.” And

before I have a chance to further question my place in Israel, Bar pulls up to save me from the

loneliness of the night and my thoughts.Member of the TribeTen years ago, while I was in

college, the thought of moving to Israel hadn’t occurred to me. I pictured myself living the

typical Jewish American life. I was well on my way to fulfilling this dream one cold January day

in the middle of Christian Indiana.Sitting on a pink floral couch and wearing my cutest outfit, I

was trying to impress the girl sitting in front of me. My face hurt from smiling all day, but I hid it

because I really wanted these girls to like me. The college rush process felt like speed

dating.“Where are you from?” the sorority sister asked me over the commotion of fifty other

girls being interviewed in the same room. This wasn’t an innocent question. She didn’t actually

care where I was born. She wanted to know if I was a member of the Tribe. I needed to be

careful answering.“Minnesota, but I have friends in Chicago and New York.” I said, mentioning

Jewish hot spots. As a freshman at Indiana University, I was finishing Greek Rush Week. After

narrowing down the houses from eighteen to three, I had to pick which house to join. I wanted

to be in one of the Jewish sororities: Sigma Delta Tau (S9EB• or Alpha Epsilon Phi (AE:b’à The

former has a reputation of being nice Jewish girls, but everyone cruelly calls them Stumpy

Dumpy Trolls behind their backs. The latter is known as the snobby, rich house and everyone

calls them JAPs (Jewish American Princesses) to their faces.I looked at the AE:` pin on the girl’s

dress. She didn’t seem like a JAP. She seemed really nice.“Really? My cousin lives in

Minneapolis: Lisa Goldenbergerwitzman. Do you know her?” the sorority sister asked. Since

rush rules forbids blatantly inquiring about religion, she was playing a game of Jewish

Geography.4I didn’t know her cousin, but I wanted the sorority sister to know I’d fit in. “Her

name sounds really familiar. Maybe we went to Herzl Camp together or participated in the

same USY (United Synagogue Youth) programs.” I knew Jewish organization name dropping

would do the trick.Another sorority sister swapped positions with the one I was talking to. She

looked familiar, but I couldn’t figure out from where.She looked at me as if she recognized me

and asked, “Have I seen you at ZBT before?” ZBT was one of the Jewish fraternities.The three



forbidden topics during rush were: boys, booze, and partying.“Probably . . . I’m a bit of a

groupie.” Damn! I shouldn’t have said that! I clammed up, afraid that she’d think I was a

loser.“I’m there all of the time too. My boyfriend is in the house.” She smiled. “Are you

interested in any of the guys in the house?”I shyly smiled, but before I could answer it was time

to go.With mathematical equations to statistically match up sororities’ preferences with

rushees’ choices, rush process at Indiana University is more complex than winning the US

Presidency. Thanks to some algorithms, I ended up in the JAP sorority.When I got my bid, I

couldn’t wait to be friends with all the Jewish girls in the house. It would be nothing like high

school in Minnesota, where I stuck out in a sea of blond-haired Lutheran and Presbyterian

Norwegian descendants and guys who wore wife-beater tank tops and Confederate-flag belt

buckles as big as trash can lids.* * *Pledgeship didn’t go as well as the rush process. I quickly

realized that I had nothing in common with my Jewish pledges. My dreams of finally fitting in

were crushed. None of my sisters wanted to do anything with me. The inherent kinship that I

expected never materialized. Unlike me, they had grown up in communities so full of other

Jews that the schools would be closed during the Jewish High Holidays. To them, our Jewish

bond wasn’t important. The only things they cared about were their Kate Spade diaper bags,

Prada wallets, Diesel jeans, Steve Madden shoes, and shiny-but-boring Michael Star shirts.

They always said how everything made them naaauuuuseous. They walked in flocks. I felt like

an outcast, but hoped that once we all lived together sophomore year, they would accept me.In

preparation for moving into the sorority house, I did everything I could to fit in. I invested in a

new purse and wardrobe. I tried to describe everything as “naaauuuuseous,” but it was such a

limiting characterization. I even tried to develop an eating disorder, but I was just too hungry.A

week before sophomore year started, all of my sorority sisters arrived at the AE:` house with

their designer purses, expensive jeans, brand name shirts, new Lexuses, and Long Island

accents. I never had any of those in Minnesota. I realized that no matter how much money I

spent, or how much I tried to change my vocabulary, I didn’t fit in. But only when the Jewish

High Holidays arrived did I realize how out of place I was, despite being surrounded by fellow

Jews.On the eve of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, I prepared for synagogue. I put on a

nice but fairly modest dress. I pulled my tallis bag out of my drawer, which also held my knitted,

feminine kippah. My family always went to services on holidays—not to see and be seen, but to

pray. We were active Jews. My synagogue back home was progressive, spiritual, and

observant. I hoped for the same experience at the Hillel service, especially since the rabbi was

female.After getting ready in my room, I walked into the hallway to see my sorority sisters

running around wearing more makeup than clowns, straightening their hair with contraptions

that looked like torture devices used at Guantanamo, and donning designer outfits. It looked

more like preparation for New York fashion week than services on a Midwest campus.At

synagogue, I stood next to my sorority sisters, but in a completely different world. During a

prayer for repentance, I thought about how I’d felt at home the last time I visited Israel. I

remembered meeting Tzipporah Porath, an elderly American woman who recounted studying

abroad at Hebrew University during Israel’s War of Independence. She had struggled to get

food during the siege on Jerusalem. She had rejoiced during the UN’s resolution to create the

State of Israel. She survived daily terrorist bombings, smuggled weapons under her skirt, and

became a medic in the underground Haganah Force. After a terrorist attack in the middle of

Jerusalem, she had pulled out her red lipstick and drew the six-pointed Star of David on a shop

window to signal to the injured that she was providing medical help.With a thump, the

congregation sat down. As I took my seat, wishing I had done more this past year, I saw out of

the corner of my eye the sorority sister next to me pull out her hand mirror and reapply her



bright red lipstick.In that moment, I knew that I was going to follow in the footsteps of Tzipporah

Porath to study in the Holy Land verus the Jimmy Choos of my sorority sisters.Only a week

after deciding to study in Israel, I was finalizing my application process, my living situation,

getting my passport ready, and buying my airline tickets. At the same time, Arafat was leading

the Palestinian people into the second Intifada. Jerusalem was suddenly full of stone-throwing

terrorists, Molotov cocktails, and exploding buses, but the media blamed Israel. Sitting alone in

the sorority cafeteria, I stared in disbelief at the TV as the images of two Israeli soldiers being

brutally lynched by a Palestinian mob in a Ramallah police station flashed on the screen. I saw

a Palestinian raise his blood-covered hands in victory out a window and heard the crowd below

him cheer. The other sorority girls were busy gossiping. When a gaggle of my Jewish sorority

sisters—who didn’t normally acknowledge my existence—walked in, they accosted me with

questions.“You aren’t still going to Israel, are you?” they asked in singsong unison, faking

concern for me. They must have heard of my plans through typical sorority gossip.I rolled my

eyes and said, “Yes, of course,” knowing that their Jewishness was pulling them to Italy, Spain,

and France to worship their gods known as Prada, Louis Vuitton, and Diesel.Switching subjects

like they change fashion, one of the girls asked another girl who was only eating boiled egg

whites, “Should I eat another sandwich? I think I’m still hungry, but I don’t know . . .”To her, it

was a decision that could change the course of history. After considerable deliberation, she

grabbed two pieces of lettuce and a thin slice of turkey, sprayed it with bottled butter, and then

ate it without bread.I was amazed that it took her longer to decide about her two-calorie meal

than it took me to decide to go to war-torn Israel.* * *My time in Israel that semester flew by. On

its surface, it was just like any other study abroad program—classes during the day and

cultural outings in the evening. But there was more to it. I wasn’t just discovering a country; I

was discovering myself. There was something magnetic about Israel, from the Jewish soldiers

in the streets to the bearded religious men, and from the women in their revealing shirts to the

history at every corner. The streets are named after famous and historic Jews. The money has

pictures of Jewish politicians. The language is the same one used by our ancestors two

thousand years ago. Jewish holidays are celebrated where they occurred thousands of years

ago. In Israel, I didn’t have to tell people that I’m Jewish; instead, the country told me.But it

wasn’t all a fairy tale. Terrorism was no longer simply a news item. The pegu’im, terrorist

attacks, were not daily, they were twice daily. There were terror attacks so close to my

Jerusalem dorm room that I had felt the sound boom move through my body. However, just like

the Israelis, I and the other students on the program didn’t let the terrorism stop us from living.

We would go out to dance clubs, malls, and markets. Everything we did was a reminder of the

solidarity of the Jewish people—from dressing up for Purim instead of Halloween to the quiet

that fell over the entire country on Friday nights. I felt as if I was with my people, but with the

semester ending, my time in Israel was about to come to an abrupt close.At 11:30 p.m. on a

typical Saturday night a man wandered through the crowd of laughing teenagers in line for a

Tel Aviv night club.I was supposed to leave Israel in a few days.“Something is about to happen,”

the man yelled.Waiting for the night of fun to begin, everyone in line ignored him.BOOM! The

man blew himself up and everyone around him. The sound was heard throughout Tel Aviv. The

entire country felt the blow. Twenty-one teenagers, who just wanted to have fun, were killed.

One hundred and thirty-two were injured.I was safe in my dorm room when I heard the news. I

called all the other students to make sure they were safe. I’d just walked past that night club

last weekend with a group of friends. We’d almost gone inside.I was packing to leave, but

questions swirled through my head. How could I abandon Israel? Why should I be safe in the

US while my fellow Jews risked their lives here? When a country is under attack, most people



flee, but it made me want to stay.I stared at a picture I had taken a few months ago during a trip

to Ein Gedi, where King David is said to have sought refuge. In the picture is a typical Israeli

man on a hike with his young family. He looks like a modern-day David. On his right shoulder

rests the curly-haired head of his two-year old daughter with a pink bottle in her hand, and

slung over his left shoulder is a rifle. It’s as if the future of the country rests on both of his

shoulders.I looked back at the pile of clothes on my bed and the half-empty suitcase. I didn’t

want to go. I wanted to stay and . . . do something. Like join the army. But instead, I just

returned to packing.* * *Starting my senior year back at Indiana University, I decided to live in

an off-campus house away from my sorority sisters. I still longed to go back to Israel. I had

trouble adjusting back to the US. Walking into stores, I’d open up my purse to show that I was

only carrying tampons and not a bomb. I said slicha instead of excuse me. And I got scared at

the sound of a car backfiring. Things seemed so trivial now. I felt lost. I kept waiting for a sign to

tell me what to do, where to go.But today, I didn’t have time for signs. I was late, as usual. As I

ran out the door, I grabbed the mail and started scanning through it while walking to class. Bills,

more bills, coupons, junk mail. The last envelope had a picture of Israel on it. I quickly turned it

over and read:If you know what you’re going to do for the next ten years, put this back where

you found it!About to tear open the envelope, I heard a thick New Jersey accent yell, “OH. MY.

GOD! You’re alive! Was Israel fun?”I looked up to see one of my former sorority sisters in the

AE:` uniform: dark jeans and a tight black shirt. For all the concern they had feigned before I left,

I never once received an email from them after a terror attack.I didn’t know how to respond.

Should I have told her that the Hebrew University cafeteria that I ate at on a daily basis was

blown up by a suicide bomber two months after I left? How should I sum up life and death in a

short casual conversation?Before I had a chance to answer, she started rambling about the

food she had eaten, the clothes she had bought, and the men she had fucked. As she

bragged, I looked down at the envelope with the map of Israel in my hand. I thought back to a

few months ago when I celebrated Israel’s 53rd Independence Day in the streets of Jerusalem

with the rest of the country. Seeing kids, adults, and even senior citizens celebrating in the

streets late at night, I had suddenly realized that every generation has to fight for Israel’s right

to exist. I had noticed an older couple with Holocaust numbers tattooed on their arms, sitting on

a bench and watching the celebrations. For the first time, I had understood that when they were

kids, Israel didn’t exist to protect them. It had been like a punch in the stomach realizing how

vulnerable Israel still is. With the firecrackers overhead, I had suddenly felt as if I was a part of

that vulnerability and should contribute to the country’s protection.As she pointed to her new

Prada bag, I realized that I had to go back to Israel. And just like Israeli movies that cut to

intermission mid-sentence, I walked away in the middle of her spiel.I tore open the envelope

and found my plans—a year-long volunteer program in Israel.No Such Thing as a

CoincidenceFrom the first time I visited the country at thirteen years old, being Jewish took on

a new meaning for me. I felt connected to everyone I met, as if we shared a common bond, a

common history, a common ancestor. A conversation on the street with a random stranger felt

like a family reunion. I could have a screaming match with a store clerk, but we’d still wish each

other shabbat shalom, a peaceful sabbath, at the end and actually mean it. While I loved being

in Israel, unfortunately, I didn’t fall in love with my volunteer program. I didn’t feel as if we were

making a difference. I felt trapped with Americans and desperately searched for a way to

integrate myself more with real Israelis, almost as if I knew that I should be making my home in

the country.About two months into the volunteer program, called Otzma, we were about to be

assigned Israeli adoptive families for the High Holidays.Our counselor began listing the names

of our host families.I couldn’t wait to hear who my family was. I desperately wanted a place to



call home in Israel.“Jessica, your family is . . .”My head popped up.The counselor laughed

before he said, “Fuks.”Two days later and with flowers in hand, I knocked on the door of my

adoptive family’s house. An overweight couple opened the door and invited me inside. As I

stepped into the house, I was transported to an Israeli version of Roseanne Barr’s house.

There were layers of dirt everywhere. Newspapers stacked a foot high. Weird smells in every

corner.The rest of the family introduced themselves. Her kids were just like the kids on

Roseanne. The oldest daughter was like Becky, around my age, and an art student. She lived

in her room with her boyfriend, whose name was Dudu—a nickname for David. I had a hard

time calling him that because I felt like I was insulting him to his face. The middle child, like DJ,

was a scrawny teenage boy and kind of creepy. The youngest girl barely said a word, but rolled

her eyes a lot, just like Darlene.At the Rosh Hashanah dinner, there was more food. It looked

like they had ordered the entire super-sized menu. Too busy eating, no one talked. I wondered

if all Israelis were like this. I was not surprised to learn that Israelis gain weight during the

September and October High Holidays, like Americans do during Thanksgiving and

Christmas.As soon as dinner ended, feeling completely alone, I climbed into bed. The sheets

hadn’t been changed. Instead of a nice little chocolate mint on the pillow, I found a small, curly

black hair.I felt completely fuksed!After four long days at the Fuks’ house, I gave up on finding a

home and a family in Israel—something that I longed for, without ever really knowing I was

searching for it.* * *UNKNOWN NUMBER. UNKNOWN NUMBER. UNKNOWN NUMBER.

UNKNOWN NUMBER.My phone ringing was the only thing that broke up the day of

volunteering. I stared at the blinking screen on the cell phone. I couldn’t imagine who would be

calling me. I didn’t know anybody in this country.“Jeeeesssiiiikah? You know who theees is?” a

female with an Israeli accent asked.I could almost see her smile on the other end of the

phone.“Orli!” I shrieked.My family had hosted Orli two summers ago when she had worked at a

Jewish summer camp in Minnesota. When I had picked up Orli for the first time, I had found a

cute, compact, spunky, blond-haired, twenty-year old female Israeli. At barely 5’2” and less than

a hundred pounds, she had more punch in her than a heavyweight boxer. She had jumped into

my car and quickly started jabbering away in her broken English. I had been surprised that

such a petite person had such a big mouth.She screamed back, “Yeeas! Eeet ees mee. How

arrr yoooo? How ees Yisrrrael? When deed yoo arrrrrive? Why yooo neverrr wrrrrit mee

back?”“How’d you get my number? How’d you find out that I’m here?” I asked in disbelief. The

only possible answer I could think of was that it was written in the stars for us to meet again, or

else Oprah was doing a special Middle East version surprise reunion show.Orli and I had been

close friends the summer she spent at my family’s house. Every night, we would trade stories

about our very different lives. I told her about what it was like growing up and going to college

in the US. She wanted to know if college was like in the movies. She told me about her life in

the army as a sharp shooter instructor. She told me about the funny pranks they would play on

each other as soldiers and what it was like serving with all of the cute Israeli guys. Her stories

made me wish that I had joined the army instead of a sorority.In the evenings, I would take Orli

out to dance clubs, the Minnesota State Fair, movies, and house parties. She had promised me

that the next time I was in Israel, she would take me out and show me how Israelis party. On

the weekends, she would jabber away on the phone to her friends in Israel, telling them about

her time in the US, but usually giving them advice. Just like her name, Orli, which means ‘my

light,’ brought warmth and happiness to everyone around her.“Last weekend, I work at my

grocery store and Rachel walk in. She says to me that you look for me and give me your

number and now I call you,” Orli proclaimed.A few weeks ago I had called Rachel, an Israeli

who had also been a counselor at the Minnesota summer camp, hoping she could put me in



touch with Orli. Rachel had coldly told me that she wasn’t in contact with Orli and didn’t even

really like her. When she had dismissed my request so quickly, my dreams of ever finding Orli,

escaping from my group, and becoming immersed into Israeli society had been broken. I had

given up and conceded the fact that I would always be viewing Israel from the outside, as a

tourist.With the sound of Orli’s voice, my hopes and dreams roared back alive. I couldn’t

believe how small Israel really is—and yet the UN still wants to give away half of the land.“Why

yooo neverrr wrrrrite mee back?” Orli repeated.She had written me and my family a heartfelt

letter after she left. I was too embarrassed to say that I had been busy with school and forgot to

respond.I heard music, yelling, and laughing in the background. Orli explained that she was on

her way back from a week of partying in Eilat with all her friends.“So, when you come to visit

my house and family?”A few days later, I sat on the edge of the bus seat. I wasn’t even

supposed to be on a bus. The volunteer program forbade it because of all of the terrorist

attacks. My eyes nervously darted back and forth as the bus slowly pulled to a stop. Out the

window I saw her with a big smile on her face. I jumped out of the bus and practically fell into

her arms.We chattered back and forth about the past year of our lives. Most Israelis didn’t have

the patience to listen to me trying to formulate a sentence in my beginner-level Hebrew, and

the ones who did answer back spoke Hebrew too quickly for me to understand. But Orli

listened carefully trying to understand me while I strung together random words to create a

thought.While leading me to her house, she spoke slowly and explained new words to me with

the calmness of a kindergarten teacher. And then she suddenly turned into a drill sergeant and

dictated the plans for the night. “We take a nap for two hours. We have dinner with my family.

We take two hours to shower, get dressed, put makeup on, and do our hair. By midnight, my

two guy friends pick us up and we go out. We stay out until at least four. We sleep all Saturday.

We have fun!”I couldn’t wait! I was used to Friday night dinners with my family and then

services on Saturday morning. While I had been missing the traditions of my family, this

sounded like fun. It was nice to realize that I no longer needed a synagogue to find Jewish

community.She opened the front door to her apartment and I was greeted by the aroma of

Friday night dinner. Staring back at me was her family. Before I had a chance to put my bags

down or say shalom, they were giving me hugs and offering me something hot to drink, even

though it felt like a sauna. Cheerfully and with lots of commotion, we sat down in the small

living room and introductions began.After dinner, Orli and I got ready. I quickly threw on a pair

of jeans and a tank top. Orli meticulously put on makeup, curled her already curly hair, and

picked out the most revealing tank top and shortest skirt in her closest.Standing in front of me,

looking like an Israeli Playboy bunny, Orli asked, “How I look?”“I think you forgot your shirt!”Orli

acts and dresses like a typical Israeli. She is tough, yet feminine. She has commanded gun-

training classes of hundreds of horny and boisterous eighteen-year-old boys. She does her

nails on a weekly basis. Just like most Israeli females, she can be very intimidating, and at the

same time very friendly.RING! RING!In her high heels, Orli ran to the door and two dark, tall,

and handsome Israeli guys entered. They looked like models. They are the friends Orli had

mentioned.“Shalom, shmi Jessica,” I introduced myself in my best Hebrew.Insistent on learning

the language, I forced myself to speak only Hebrew. If I didn’t know how to say something, then

I found a way to explain it. It was like a really bad magic trick in which I turned one sentence

into three.“I’m Liel and this is Asaf,” said one of Orli’s friends. My eyes lingered on Liel’s big

brown eyes, long eyelashes, and bright smile.They jabbered among themselves, but afraid that

I would embarrass myself, I kept my mouth shut. I watched them laughing together and felt a

pang of jealousy seeing how they all seemed to fit in together. It was as if they knew exactly

where they belonged. After a few drinks, we headed to a night club. The club was so packed



that we barely had room to move. The music was so loud that the walls vibrated. We took shot

after shot. The four of us danced until our feet throbbed. Every time Liel touched me, I felt

electricity. I never wanted the night to end.When we got home, just like so many Israelis are

willing to give somebody their shirt off their back, Orli insisted that I sleep in her bed while she

slept on the trundle. She exemplified the true meaning of sabra, a prickly pear—thorny on the

outside, sweet on the inside.I spent the entire Saturday with Orli and her family. I spoke

Hebrew. I ate Israeli food. I heard stories about growing up in Israel. It felt like my first real

Israeli experience. But more than that, I so quickly and easily fit in. Orli, her family, and her

friends welcomed me into their lives. For the first time, things felt natural to me.It’s not like

things were perfect in Israel; I was just realizing that I was better suited for the country. As the

program continued and I spent more time in the country, Israel became a bigger part of my

future. The country’s Jewish identity became synonymous with mine. As my future became

intertwined with Israel’s, I could forget my past, which I was trying to hide from myself and the

world. It was finally easy to feel and be Jewish here. I almost couldn’t believe that there would

be something in this country that would make me feel not Jewish.1 . A skullcap worn by

Orthodox male Jews at all times and by men and women in other Jewish streams during

prayer. The purpose of the skullcap is to remind the wearer of God’s presence.2 . $1 (USD) is

approximately 4 shekels3 . Actually pronounced in Hebrew, with a guttural “ch” for an extra

crude affect. Very much an onomatopoeia, chutzpah means both bravery and rudeness.4 .

Jewish Geography is a game to figure out if Jews have common friends. This was much more

challenging and rewarding before Facebook.2Little Blue and White LiesWhen my volunteer

program ends, I make aliyah to Israel. Not to be confused with the female R&B star, the term

aliyah comes from religion and means to ascend, both literally and spiritually. In synagogue, a

Jew has an aliyah when reading from the Torah. But when a Jew makes aliyah, this means

moving to Israel. The first person to ever make aliyah was Abraham, the father of the Jewish

people, when God sent him from his birth land to the land that is now known as Israel. Ever

since, Jews have considered Israel our homeland, the land of our founding fathers and

mothers. It is the land that the Jewish people have returned to throughout history, no matter

how many times we were exiled. It is the land where Moses brought the Israelites, where the

Maccabees fought the Romans, and where King David ruled. It is the land where our Jewish

fate will unfold, and now mine as well.After spending the past month in the safety of my

parents’ house preparing for the big move, the day arrives for me to go play in a neighborhood

surrounded by Jihadists. I spend my last hour at home sitting, jumping, and pounding on my

suitcases, trying to zip the two bags that hold the past twenty-two years of my life. I’m so

relieved to get the suitcases closed, that it never occurs to me that they might be overweight.

With my family waiting in the car, I walk through my childhood home one last time. I stop to look

at the paintings of Jerusalem’s Old City that my parents bought during our first family trip to

Israel. The ability of the painting’s vibrant colors to catch the beauty of the sunset over the city

amazes me every time I look at them. I can’t believe that tomorrow, I’ll call that city my home.I

had been thirteen during our first trip to the Old City. On the way from our hotel, we had

rounded a corner and the Old City’s huge stone walls towered before us. We all stopped in

unison. It was like a fortress right out of the Bible . . . or a fairytale. Afraid that the walls might

disappear into history, we quickly approached. Admiring each stone in the road, I wondered

what history they would tell if they could talk. My shoes had slipped on the stones, which were

slick and smooth as if water had been flowing over them for centuries, but really they were

worn by people who had flocked there from all over the world on their path to find God.Now

driving as a family to the airport, we pass our synagogue, where my parents got married,



where my family prayed every Saturday morning while I was growing up, where I had my bat

mitzvah, and where my rabbi wrote the letter testifying to my Jewishness so I could make

aliyah. Growing up in a Conservative Jewish family, we went to synagogue every Shabbat. We

said prayers before every meal. Just this past weekend our rabbi announced me making aliyah

during Saturday morning services and the entire congregation wished me mazal tov, good luck.

I looked around and smiled at everyone, knowing that, even though Israel is full of Jews, I’ll

miss going to synagogue, hearing my rabbi’s insightful sermons, and having this tight-knit

community.I won’t go to synagogue. Instead, I’ll be going out with Orli. We will get dressed in

our high heels, tank tops, and tight jeans for the High Holy Days. I think about how different

Judaism can be. In Israel, the entire country is my Jewish community. I can watch The

Simpsons and after, see the daily Torah portion if I want. With Judaism part of my daily life, I

will have a better connection to the culture, but less to religion. There isn’t a middle ground in

Israel for religion. It’s black or white. It’s either ultra-Orthodox or secular. And I know which side

I’m choosing.Sitting in the backseat of the car, I look into my carry-on bag to make sure that

I’ve packed all of my documents: passport, immigration visa, birth certificate, the letter from my

rabbi attesting to my Jewish identity, and my parents’ ketuba—Jewish marriage certificate. I

smile, relieved that my parents had agreed to my request to modify their ketuba so that the

rabbinate wouldn’t be able to tell that my mom converted to Judaism. I tense up, thinking back

to the day that I discovered that I wouldn’t be considered a full Jew in Israel.As part of the

volunteer program, once a month, we had an in-depth educational day with Nouriel, a

Conservative rabbi and lawyer in Israel, who taught us about the intricacies of the country—

from its politics and social issues to its collective memory and biblical history. When Nouriel

began summarizing one of our recent sessions, I tuned him out, thinking about all the

preparations for my move to Israel: packing, paperwork, and more. The only thing I still needed

was a letter from my rabbi to prove my Jewishness to get citizenship.“Today we’re discussing

the question ‘Who is a Jew?’” he announced. The question pulled me out of my head and back

into Israel’s Independence Hall. Proud to be Jewish, I chuckled and ironically asked out loud,

“With centuries of persecution, why would anyone who isn’t Jewish claim to be?”Ignoring my

sarcasm, Nouriel began his lecture. “When Israel was established in 1948, David Ben-Gurion,

the first prime minister, envisioned a country that provided a safe haven to any Jew who had

been persecuted during the Holocaust. This meant that a person whom the Nazis defined as

being Jewish would have the Right of Return to the new Jewish homeland. The Nazi’s

definition of a Jew was anyone with one Jewish grandparent.”I smiled to myself, thinking how

the same definition that once led to Jews being murdered now leads to their salvation. Content

with the poetic justice, I returned to planning my aliyah in my head.“However, the ultra-

Orthodox rabbis didn’t agree with this definition,” I heard him explain. “The ultra-Orthodox

rabbis believe that the definition of who is a Jew should come from halacha, traditional religious

law and customs. According to their interpretation, a person is Jewish only if his or her mother

is born a Jew. And the ultra-Orthodox believe the only conversions that God accepts are the

ones done by their strict, ultra-Orthodox standards.”My head snapped, with the force of a car

accident, in Nouriel’s direction. The blood rushed through my ears. All I heard were the

thoughts streaming through my head. How do the ultra-Orthodox know what God wants? Who

made them experts on interpreting God’s words? It seemed like dangerous pedagogy,

strangely similar to those people announcing every single day that the world would come to an

end tomorrow.I thought back to the past summer when I had been working at the Jewish

Community Center’s gym, trying to save money before the volunteer program. Sitting at the

fitness center desk, I was reading The Red Tent, a novel that depicts the biblical story of Dinah



from a woman’s point of view, when I was interrupted by an Orthodox Jewish woman, who

exercised in a long skirt, baggy T-shirt, and a handkerchief covering her head.“Don’t believe

any of that book! Nothing in it is true!” she had forcefully said.I had looked up to respond. But

before I had the chance to ask what her proof was that the burning bush was not Moses on

shrooms, she had run out.Thinking about that encounter, I felt the blood drain out of my face,

but Nouriel didn’t notice. In the US, the woman at the JCC was just expressing her opinion, but

here in Israel, people like her have power over my Judaism, over my identity.“Ben-Gurion was

concerned that using the ultra-Orthodox definition would hurt the relations between the

international Jewish community and Israel. He didn’t want to isolate the Conservative and

Reform Jewish movements abroad, nor did he want to cause a rift between the religious and

secular Jews in Israel. He considered the long-term prospects of the Jewish state if it only

accepted ultra-Orthodox marriages and conversions done abroad. He realized that both of

these outcomes could cause the destruction of the small and vulnerable state as much as an

Arab attack,” Nouriel explained.I exhaled for the first time since he had said that only ultra-

Orthodox conversions are acceptable. I looked over at the Israeli flag with a big blue Star of

David and my hand instinctively grabbed the Star of David hanging on my necklace.Nouriel

continued. “Ben-Gurion understood the importance of unity between the secular and religious.

So he made a compromise.”I gripped my necklace tighter. The points from the star dug into my

palm.“For the purpose of making aliyah to Israel, a person is defined as Jewish if he has one

Jewish grandparent. This is called the Right of Return Law. But Ben-Gurion allowed the ultra-

Orthodox to use their definition for the important Jewish lifecycles: birth, marriages, death, and

more. This means they decide who is Jewish enough to get married or be buried in a Jewish

cemetery in Israel. Basically he gave the ultra-Orthodox a monopoly over Judaism.”I swallowed

hard. I couldn’t believe that free-thinking people in the democratic State of Israel would actually

agree to these outdated and primitive laws. What would this mean for me? I’d have the right to

move here, but not to marry? It was far away, but I knew I’d want an Israeli family of my own in

the future.After finding my voice, I hesitantly asked, “Doesn’t that sort of create a purgatory for

some Jews here? What do the Jews who meet Ben-Gurion’s definition, but don’t meet the ultra-

Orthodox definition, do? How do they get married?” I tried to hide my fear of my identity being

erased in Israel.“It creates exactly that. Many go abroad to Cyprus to get married. There are no

civil marriages in Israel, only religious ones. And it is illegal for Reform and Conservative rabbis

to perform marriages here.”“But how does the rabbinate know if you’re Jewish to their

standards or not?” I asked. I had a feeling that I didn’t want to know the answer.“There are

many ways. A letter from an Orthodox rabbi whom the rabbinate accepts. A ketuba, a Jewish

marriage contract, is another way . . .”With my heart pounding in my ears, I didn’t hear the rest

of his answer. I was starting to doubt my decision to move here. I couldn’t believe what I was

hearing. Was Israel actually a fundamentalist country like its neighbors? No! It couldn’t be. I

thought about all the secular fun I had in Tel Aviv. There was nothing fundamentalist about the

house music in the club. I calmed myself down by convincing myself that this who-is-a-Jew law

is probably just like some of the other archaic Jewish laws that no rational person in today’s

day or age follows, like stoning an adulterer or swinging a chicken around your head to rid

yourself of sins. Or sort of like how oral sex is illegal in Texas.It won’t affect me.When the

lecture ended, I approached Nouriel, whom I instinctively trusted. As everyone else left the

room to explore the building where a free Jewish nation was declared over fifty years ago, I

asked Nouriel what I could do so that I wouldn’t be one of the Jews in purgatory. He clarified for

me that a letter from a rabbi is enough for making aliyah, but that for marriage, a higher

standard of proof is needed. After discussing different options, weighing the pros and the cons,



the ethical dilemmas, and the legal ones, I decided that I wasn’t going to let these anti-Semitic

laws change my identity. Nouriel, understanding the importance of my Jewish identity and the

absurdity of these laws, agreed to help.A few months later, I went to his synagogue with a copy

of my parents’ ketuba. I carefully pulled out the document, a botle of Wite-Out, and a pen. I

delicately placed them on the desk. As I looked up at the Ten Commandments hanging in the

sanctuary, I opened the Wite-Out bottle and slowly and carefully whited out the name

“Abraham,” which was written as the name of my mom’s father. Abraham, as the father of the

Jewish people, is accepted by every convert as their new father after conversion. His name on

my parents’ ketuba would have been an obvious sign to the rabbinate that my mother had

converted.I gently blew on the Wite-Out to speed up the erasing of my past. With my face next

to the paper, the fumes seeped into my nose. Once it dried, Rabbi Nouriel adjusted his kippah,

took the pen out of his pocket and carefully wrote my grandfather’s real name: Jonathan—

Yonatan in Hebrew—making sure that each Hebrew letter matched the original handwriting. It

seemed to be fate that my grandfather’s name can pass for some Jewish peasant versus a

traditional Christian name. As the ink dried, my secret and my family’s past began to fade.With

a swipe of the pen, he had changed my future. He had given me his blessing. It made what I

was doing kosher and not just an act of defiance. I felt like a young Gloria Steinem. A modern-

day Ester. A Jewish Rosa Parks. Looking at this new document, I couldn’t see any evidence of

my original history. I hoped that it would also pass the rabbinate’s scrutiny.“If they don’t accept

our Judaism, I’m not going to accept theirs,” I said, while staring at the new ketuba.Thoughtfully

stroking his beard and nodding, Rabbi Nouriel agreed, knowing that the rabbinate doesn’t even

accept him as a real rabbi or his teachings as real Judaism.Now, sitting in the back seat of the

car, with our synagogue behind us, I take out the forged document. While I only need the letter

from my rabbi to prove I’m Jewish enough to make aliyah, I will someday need the forged

ketuba to get married in Israel. My thumb caresses my empty ring finger. It feels strange

thinking about something in the distant future, but I’m forced to so that I can be accepted in

Israel as fully Jewish. I closely inspect the ketuba. I can’t even tell that it has been altered.

There will be no reason for anyone to doubt my Jewish identity when it’s time for me to get

married. I think I’ve secured being able to build my own Israeli family. Content, I tuck it safely

away in my bag for future use, wishing that I didn’t have to hide the truth, but knowing that I

have to so that I can have the full rights of a citizen in Israel. This law doesn’t seem fair or just.

But I can’t fight the law. I’m going to have enough battles to fight as a new immigrant.As we pull

up to the Minnesota airport, I look at my Israeli immigration visa. It is proof that the country has

accepted me. I wonder to myself where the greater irony lays, that the homeland of the Jews is

the only country that would consider me not Jewish, or that I choose, as my home, the only

country in the world that doesn’t consider me to be a Jew. Either way, my sarcasm and self-

mockery as a survival tool is proof that I’m part of a culture that has been persecuted for

thousands of years. And now with my plan to join the IDF, I’ll be a part of preventing that

persecution.Jewish Spring BreakMy flight to Israel is supposed to be a charter flight full of

Jews making aliyah. The flight was organized by Nefesh B’Nefesh, an organization that

provides scholarships and guidance to North Americans who want to fulfill the ultimate Jewish

dream of moving to Israel. It’s sort of like a Make-A-Wish Foundation for Jews: except that we

aren’t dying . . . we just have a death wish.The organization is largely funded by evangelical

Christians who want all of the Jews to move back to Israel to bring about the Armageddon and

eventually the return of Jesus Christ. It’s no wonder we need our own homeland; even people

supporting Jews want us killed. I hope they don’t expect to get their money back when that plan

does not come to fruition.After my flight from Minnesota, I am now dragging my two oversized



suitcases to the check-in desk at JFK. I can already picture this flight being like a Jewish spring-

break trip. I’m imagining hundreds of other twenty-somethings, just like me, who packed up

their entire lives, left their entire history behind them, in the hopes of beginning a new, more

fulfilling life in a strange and foreign country.When I arrive at the check-in area, instead of

seeing a bunch of young adults ready to party, I see little children running around screaming,

babies crying, women in long skirts and hair coverings, and religious Jewish men gathered

together in one location, praying. The scene reminds me of the first time I visited the Western

Wall of the destroyed Temple in Jerusalem. It was the first time I directly felt the control of the

ultra-Orthodox in my life. We had spent the evening lost in the Old City and then we had

suddenly walked out to a bright, crowded open area. This enormous wall was towering over

people who looked like ants in comparison. Each stone was the size of a car. It was

magnificent.But my awe quickly ended when I had noticed that, unlike in our synagogue, where

women and men are equal and pray together, in Jerusalem I saw that women were praying on

one side and men on another . . . and it seemed like the men had the better side. We had

approached the Western Wall as a family, but then my dad had to separate from us. As I had

watched my dad veer off to the left to go to the men’s section, I remember being upset that he

had to be alone during this meaningful family event. We had spent years praying together in

the direction of the Western Wall, and now that we are here we can’t be together.At the airport,

staring at the men praying separately in one section, I freeze, thinking that this must be a sign

from God: “Go back! These zealots will control your life in Israel!” This is a very powerful omen,

considering that I don’t actually believe in God. Yes, it’s true: I’m an Atheist Jewish Zionist

making aliyah, but that just goes to show that I’m a true intellectual and a deep individual.

These multiple personalities have nothing to do with being confused, lost, or disturbed. At least

that is what I have been trying to convince rabbis . . . and psychologists. Rabbis have

recommended prayer; psychologists have suggested Xanax. I think it is clear now why I would

have the tendency to lean towards secularism—they prescribe the good drugs.Just as I’m

doubting my aliyah decision a smiling twenty-something woman wearing tight jeans and a tank

top appears out of the sea of families.“Hi, I’m Ester,” she introduces herself to me. I can

instantly tell that we’ll be good friends.In a short conversation, we find out that we’ll be living,

interning, and studying Hebrew together. This coincidence reassures me that I’m making the

right choice.So, I decide to leave the signs from God to the men with kippahs, praying in the

corner near the baggage carts. I quickly get in line to get my ticket to my new life.By now I’ve

flown back and forth to Israel a number of times, so I’ve grown used to the interrogations. While

I realize the need to ask these questions to weed out the terrorists, I’m still impatient.“Where

are you coming from?” The security checker greets the passengers ahead of me in

Hebrew.She looks just like the security checker from my first trip to Israel ten years ago. I

remember how strange it seemed back then.“Is this your first time in Israel?” the security

checker had asked with a stern face.“Yes.” I beamed. At thirteen years old, I, like every

teenager, enjoyed talking about myself.“For how long you go?” she asked.“Two weeks. I’m

missing summer camp,” I said, pouting.Uninterested in my disappointment, she looked down at

her notepad. “Do you go to synagogue? Which one?”“B’nai Israel, a Conservative synagogue.

We walk there every Shabbat. My dad is the president of the synagogue and on the JCC

board, and my mom is the president of Hadassah in our city,” I said proudly, before I

remembered that I was too cool to mention my parents.She nodded in recognition, as if she

personally knew the rabbi at our synagogue. I thought that maybe she had a synagogue list on

her clipboard. “Who are you traveling with?” she asked.Looking over at my family, I rolled my

eyes. “My parents and my younger sister.”Glancing at them, her face remained blank. “Do you



speak Hebrew?”“Ummm . . .” Re-adjusting my backpack, I wasn’t sure how to answer. My dad

had tried to teach me Hebrew when I was younger. “I know how to read Hebrew. I read for my

bat mitzvah and we pray in Hebrew at synagogue every Shabbat. At my Jewish day school,

Talmud Torah, I took Hebrew lessons and learned how to say a few words. But, no. I don’t really

speak it.”She perked up following that answer and asked, “Do you keep kasher?” Instead of

saying it kosher, like I did, she emphasized the word oddly and rolled her “r.”“Of course!” I said

defensively.She continued with her line of questioning, “You said you went to a Jewish camp.

What’s its name?”“Herzl Camp. After the founder of Zionism,” I said, not realizing the irony that

I preferred to sing songs about Israel while at camp in the Midwest rather than actually be in

Israel.“Do you know anyone in Israel?” she persisted, in accented English.At my childhood

synagogue there was one wild-haired Israeli with a bushy mustache. When his daughter had a

temper tantrum during services, he had picked her up, stomped out of the sanctuary, and

slammed the door behind him—making more noise than his toddler. “Yes, at our synagogue

there is an Israeli. Some of my Hebrew teachers are Israeli. Oh, and we hosted an Israeli for a

few weeks during her army service when she worked at a Jewish day camp.”The questioner

looked down as if she was trying to think of other questions and I wondered what she was

going to ask next—what my favorite prayer was? What my bat bitzvah haftarah portion was? If

we lit candles on Shabbat? Irritated, I looked over at my parents and sister to see what their

interviews were like and overheard a young man, wearing the same security outfit, ask my

mom what synagogue she went to as a child. A quick wave of pain, that only I noticed, flashed

over her face.“Where are you coming from?”It takes me a moment to realize I’m not thirteen

anymore when the security guard asks me the same question in Hebrew.“Minnesota,” I answer,

as I proudly hand her my passport that now has an Israeli visa.After looking at my passport,

she asks me where I’m going.“I’m making aliyah,” I say in Hebrew, enthusiasm oozing from me.

I add, as if I’m a thirteen-year-old again, “I’m also planning on joining the IDF.”She laughs at my

declaration, asks me a few questions that sound like they are out of a high school yearbook,

and then quickly waves me through. Unlike my first trip here, my Jewish identity is no longer in

question. I’m beginning to think that the amount of time that I spend in the country is inversely

proportional to the amount of questions I’m asked at the airport.The security guard moves to

the next person in line who is wearing an IDF T-shirt with a keffiyeh around her neck. I wonder

what her security check is like and then think to myself that she is an identity crisis waiting to

happen.Somewhere Over the RainbowAs I’m boarding the plane, I look at the ticket in my

hands. The free one-way airplane ticket that I got from the Israeli government feels like a

golden ticket.After pushing through the lines of families, I find my seat. The middle seat. In

between two religious girls in their twenties. As I sit down, I grumble to myself, why can’t I be

sitting next to a cute guy on my aliyah flight? Is that really too much to ask?I arrange my bags

and get comfortable. Just after I get my pillow in the exact right position, a religious girl

standing in the aisle looks at me oddly and walks away. I figure she doesn’t like the fact that I’m

wearing a tank top and I lay my head back down.Two minutes later, there is a tap on my

shoulder. I open my eyes to see a flight attendant wanting to check my ticket. This twenty-

something-year-old girl tattled on me for being in her seat. It turns out that they had double

booked us, so the flight attendant offers me a seat in business class. I quickly gather my

belongings and leave her with her long skirt and mouth hanging open. I think it must be a

sign.Running true to Jewish Standard Time, the plane takes off an hour late.I expected this

flight to be one that I’ll always remember. But in spite of being bumped up, it is one that I’ll

always try to forget. The thirteen-hour flight is full of babies crying, children screaming, men

praying, and nine cats meowing. Yes, nine.Immediately after we take off, the religious men



gather to start their praying and swaying right next to the bathroom. Unfortunately, at the same

time, I have to use the bathroom. After getting out of my seat, I nervously approach, hoping

that they’ll let me use the restroom, but also knowing that they probably won’t while they are

praying since they believe women and men must be separate during prayers. When I reach the

nearest toilet, a religious man says to me, “You can’t be here. Us men are praying!”Ugh! I

scream in my head. Isn’t it enough that they have control of the Western Wall? Do they need

control my bathroom use in this plane too?I turn around and head back to my seat, with my

bladder still full. I hope this isn’t another warning that the religious will control my life in Israel.
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Simple Guide to the Most Misunderstood Country on Earth, Never Simple: A Memoir, Upper

Bohemia: A Memoir, Paris, A Life Less Ordinary: A Memoir, We Always Had Paris, Welcome

Home: My First Six Months Living in Israel, Because It's Israel: An Aliyah Odyssey, People

Love Dead Jews: Reports from a Haunted Present, Just Get On That Plane: Aliyah. And Why

You Need To Make It. Right Now!, My Promised Land: The Triumph and Tragedy of Israel,

Women's Minyan, Can We Talk About Israel?: A Guide for the Curious, Confused, and

Conflicted, The War of Return: How Western Indulgence of the Palestinian Dream Has

Obstructed the Path to Peace, Letters to My Palestinian Neighbor, The Wondering Jew: Israel

and the Search for Jewish Identity

Ebook Tops Reader, “A book that is hard to put down for so many reasons !!!. A book that is

hard to put down. This is a terrific book in general, but anyone Jewish, curious about Judaism,

or curious about living in Israel would benefit. I have a feeling that this story really does not end

where the book finished - so she needs to write a sequel, or a part two, or revise the book on

its next release. I admire her - she has more chutzpah than I do. At times this book is laugh out

loud hysterical. Israel definitely has a big problem. It is allowing the Ultra Orthodox too much

power. The country cannot work as a theocracy. It is hard for me to identify with Orthodoxy

because of how women are treated differently. You have two forces working against each other
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- The Law of Return (which for me is actually too lenient) versus the all Orthodox Israeli

Rabbinate who says that you either have to be a convert to Orthodoxy - or prove that you have

a Jewish biological mother - to be a Jew. I do have respect for those that want to feel this way

(to a certain degree - extreme fundamentalism, not so much - spitting, throwing stones,

rejoicing that you are not a female). But the country needs to change and allow other branches

of Judaism to thrive. The author here says that she is an atheist (although I thought there were

a couple lines in the book where she did say that she prayed - if so, to who?). Love to have a

discussion with her on that because I find the concept of atheism so foreign. Needless to say,

she is pretty amazing, and this is a wonderful book.”

Abigail W., “A great [and informative] read for anyone!. This is a great read- very entertaining

[funny, heartrending, and dramatic at turns] and fascinating all around. Not only is the story of

the author's journey worth reading in its own right, but the insight into Israel as a country and

the cultural picture it paints of the nation is incredibly interesting. The personal tale Ms.

Fishman shares paints a refreshing portrait of another human being and helps remind me how

big the world is and how different we all can be- and that diversity is a grand thing.If I had one

disappointment in the book it'd be that it wasn't long enough [meant as a compliment, really]

and didn't go into enough detail about the wild and wooly world of Israeli politics, laws, military

motivations, and customs. I'd love to read a companion book that fleshes out more of how the

bureaucratic processes for various services work [or don't] in Israel and which delves into

some of the other idiosyncrasies touched on in the telling of the story but which aren't fully

explored [fairly, for the sake of pacing]. I imagine there are already books out there covering

those subjects but one written by Ms. Fishman, I suspect, would be much more entertaining!

Back to the book that's been written, though... Another thing I loved was the knowledge I

gained on the interconnection between the religious and secular powers in Israel- which

ultimately lead to what I interpret as the crux of the story- and how they're far more

complicated than I realized. What I learned in the book has changed how I view Israel, for

certain. It's a much more complex country than I'd realized- and I knew it was complex to

begin with.I truly hope there's a sequel forthcoming- would love to read the story of what

happened next and how Ms. Fishman has gotten to where she is now.”

Joanne, “I absolutely LOVED this book. I absolutely LOVED this book! I would recommend it

highly to anyone interested in Israel, and what life is "really" like. If you've spent time in Israel

on a program in high school, college, or any other time, or are contemplating moving to Israel,

this book will put many things into perspective. At times, I was laughing out loud, and at

others, I was upset for what the author was going through. I have already recommended it to

friends & family & I know that at some time in the future, I'll read it again as I truly enjoyed it.

I'm hoping that Jessica Fishman continues to write. I know I would buy another book written by

her.”

GM, “An entertaining and revealing glimpse into Israeli life today. This book is a young person’s

memoir of recent years. The story is a deeply personal account of her journey from starry-eyed

idealism to raw indignation through a series of challenging situations, arising from or revolving

around her quest to create a new life halfway across the world from her family.On one hand, it’s

a painful read because the author is still reeling from the heartbreak described in the book; on

the other hand, it’s written in a fresh and authentic style and gives a fascinating insight into a

rarely discussed side of contemporary Israeli life. Jessica Fishman is in the unique position to



shed light on some of the county’s idiosyncrasies from both an insider and an outsider’s point

of view. She doesn’t hold back on the criticism, but her love for her chosen home is

undeniable.Recommended for anyone who is interested in learning more about Israel,

immigration experienced as a single woman from a Western country, or the trials and errors of

building one’s identity as a young adult.”

Armaghan Azhar, “a book that can completely change your view. I really loved it and would

recommend everyone interested to know about Israel to read it. Jessica has all the skills to

captivate the reader and inspire any bibliophile to be mesmerized by her creative writing. This

book gave me everything I needed to know about a country which has never been described to

me with honesty. I am now super motivated to seize the soonest opportunity to travel there,

and who knows maybe to meet this gifted writer.:)”

Michal, “A unique & entertaining story about an American Jewish woman serving in the IDF. I

enjoyed reading Chutzpah & High Heels. This is a candid story about the turbulent life of a lone

female soldier in Israel. (I donated the copy to the local library, so other people can enjoy

reading)”

The book by Jessica Fishman has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 37 people have provided feedback.
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